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winzip express version 17.3 is a light version of winzip express. its a free, portable, standalone zip tool designed for creating and editing zip files, adding zip compression and unzipping. it features all the essential zip compression and unzipping tools, plus the ability to export files
to.zip files. the new features include zip refill for autorefill, a simplified version of the zip refill for autorefill utility that makes it easier to compress files into zip files. winzip express version 17.3 is compatible with the latest winzip express version 17.3 and earlier. learn more with this

tool, you can easily create and edit zip files. you can also compress or decompress files, and create archive files with zip compression. you can also add and extract files and folders from zip files. the simple interface makes it easy to use. the tool features a redesigned interface with a
new tabbed view for working with files, archives, and archive files. theres also a new tools tab, that lets you work with files and archives in batch. a new history tab lets you browse your archives or files in a tree view, with automatic updates and select all function. you can also create
archive files with zip compression. the software doesnt have a speed that can get a real work done. it was built on top of four-year old technologies and programs with old ui and interface. it also does not support macosx, or win 32-bit systems. now, it is not a problem to carry out data

recovery with the help of winzip. the foremost benefit of winzip software is that you can recover lost data from your damaged or broken cd. if you have accidentally deleted important data from your windows system, you can easily get them back. its easy to recover data from
damaged cd as you need to burn the cd in order to save the data. you can also use the software to recover lost data from hard disk. you can also use it to recover files from a floppy disk. it is also available in the 32-bit and 64-bit versions.
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